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Congressional commune
BY SARAH KELLEY .

the lack of jails to hold them.
"I personally helped pass a
bill allowing two prisoners to be
placed in one cell. This new plan
Congressman Steve Chabot
cost the tax-payers one million as
made Xavier a stop on his
. opposed to fifty million it would '
campaign trail for reelection last
cost to build new prisons."
Monday.
Chabot went on to say that
Chabot spoke to students in
he is a.strong believer in prisoners
Kelley Auditorium about his
working to pay back their debt to
views on issues and answered
society.
questions from those who atHe said, "Since these people
tended.
have taken away from society, let
The evening began with the
them give back by cleaning up the
distributipn of signs, pamphlets
highways and the cities."
and buttons supporting presidenChabot responded to a
tial candidate Bob Dole .as well as
question regarding the death
Chabot. After being introduced,
penalty by saying that he is in
Chabot spoke briefly about
favor of it.
himself and shared some of his
He added that he warits to
background.
shorten the amount of time in
He attended William and
which prisoners remain on death
Mary College in Virginia, and
row.
later went on to law school. .
Students also showed
Following his academic
concern
about balancing the
career, Chabot spent several years
budget. ·
·.
teaching, He then went on to
· · practic~ law in Cinciri.n,.~ti for -15· · - - ":-9habot·told students·that he
-,,,;:Years> · ·· ·· · · · ·. · · · · wanted.to balance the budget by
cutting spending as opposed to
He also served on
. raising taxes.
Cincinnati's (:ity Council before
He said this would allow
serving as a U.S.' Congressman for.
hundreds
of dollars to be replenone term.
ished
into
people's wallets each
Chabot allowed those
month.·
attending to get involved by
Chabot reiterated his goal,
asking questions pertaining to
stating
that out of 19 Congresssignificant issues today.
men
from
Ohio, he was the lowest
One question dealt with
spender
in
terms of travel and
Chabot'~ view on the rapidly
staff.
growing number of prisoners and
THE XAV,ER NEWSWIRE

photo by R.C. DeJesus
Congre;sma~ Steve Chabot stopper;/ at Xavier ;n ·th~·ca~pa.ign trail
to answer importt:nt questions of concerned students.
what his opponent's ads said, he
- Another popular topic was
did not vote to cut Medicare or
whether or not the negative ads
student lo~ns.
about him were valid.
On the contrary, both went
Chabot answered this
up 7% when he voted for an
question by defending his
position on Medicare and student .increase in each year during his
.term.·
loans.
He said that regardless of

Student ·programs,
music propel WXRC
BY KARA BENKEN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The Xavier community has been "rocking" to music played by its
own deejays on its own student station, WXRC, for ov~r two weeks now.
"It's pretty phat,'.' said sophomore electronic media major Todd
.
Claire Danes plays Juliet in "William Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet."
Parkhurst. "It's a lot offun to get on the air and act like idiots."
Beginning at 5 p.m. on Monday, Oct. 21, students took over the
nightly airwaves with hour shows; being broadcast over Channel 49 on
Xavier's cable station ..
"Basically, it's gone well. There's a lot of stildent interest in terms .
of people who still want to do shows, in fact; there's more interest than
there are slots right now," said senior Chris Pesti, who helped to coordiThese films strain to
BY DA VE CAPPELLETTY
nate the effort.
recreate what life was like back in
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Sophomore Bill Terry, who has a weekly show, concurs with Pesti.
the late 1500s while keeping the
"I think it's working out extremely well," he said. "This is an
William Shakespeare seems true meaning of the story, bu.t not
opportunity for students to express themselves in a way that we haven't
"William Shakespeare's Romeo
to be popular as of late. There
been able to since wvxu has been closed off to students"."
and Juliet.'.' ..
have been many movies recently
Parkhurst is pleased with the opportunity the administration has .
that have tried to capitalize on the
This film takes the language
given the students.
sheer brilliance of the playwright: . and meaning of the original play
"The response to the students. wanting their own station was sooner "Hamlet" (Mel Gibson), "Othello" and places it into the modern era.
,The film begins with a
(Laurence Fishburne) and "Lookcontinued on page 3
television broadcast announcing
ing for Richard" (Al Pacino) to
(continued on page 10)
name a few.

See 'R&J' today

Creating media vision

-EWS

BY

ToM DECORTE
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Grad assistants
Two more graduate assistantships are !1-Vailable for the 1997
Spring Semester. The assistantships are part-time in the theology
classes of the Weekend Degree Program. These position~ last eight
weeks and include a stipend and tuition remission. To be eligible for
an assistantship, the student must be in a graduate degree seeking
program and a non-Xavier employee. The application deadline is
Nov. 18. For more information, contact 745~4290.

Accountants colllpete
Xavier finished in the top 20 out of the 120 uni~~rsities nationwide who participated in the Arthur Anderson Public Accounting
Firm's National Accounting Competition: The team members,
including seniors Marty Gurry, Elizabeth Matthews, and Andy Wade,
and juniorAClam Korfhage were awarded $500 in scholarship money
·
for Xavier.
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. On Monday, Nov. 11 at 5 p.m. in the OKI room of the University Center, th~.P~ace ·studies Minor Committee ~.i.ll be'sponsoi:ing a
discussion revdlvin:g around Capt. Robert Foy's recent experi'ences .in
Bosnia .. Capt. Foy is a faculty member in the Military Science .
Department H~re. afX~vier. Refreshments will be served. F,qr r~1ore
information: call 145~3046.
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Test taking tip .time
Test Tips II, will be held on Wednesday, Nov. 14 in Alter 207,
from 5-6p.m.· This sequel to Test Tips I will include speCific
strategies when taking final exams, and stress relieving 'techniques
while studying during an exam . .Interested students can call the
CAPS office at 745'-3355 to make a reservation. ·

-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe

.Security Notes

Led by Xavier Television
Center director David Smith, next
semester Xavier students will be
challenged to ~·rethink the media"
and gain some valuable experience
in the process.
The Communication Arts
department is offering a new
course called "Rethinking the
Media."
The course, which will meet
twice a week, will be run in
conjunction with the Television
Directing class.
The discussions in this
."think-tank" will be videotaped by
the Directing class for a
documentary to be produced for
broadcast
"I'm expecting this project
to be one of the finest productions
we've ever done," said Smith, who
has been the TV ·center's director
for 15 Years.
Smith said that the
documentary will be aired on
cable access and there is a good
likelihoqd thai it could air
regio.nally op PBS.
Accon;ling to Smith, the .. •
students in the class will act as .
"investigative reporters.';
They _will be conducting:
research to construct a "vision of

"This will be
less of an academic
experience, it will
be more of a life
experience."

"Anything that helps
students 1,mderstand this entity is
extremely beneficial," he said.
Smith also said, "The
· university has wanted to offer a
communications course dealing
with ethics for some time.''
Plus, it will be a television
course available for all students.''
Smith is currently working
on a book relating to the subject ·
matter of the course, entitled "A
Media of Hope (A Guide to the
High Road).'' .
He has also .won a regionaf
'Emmy for. ci~eiiiatography in the
;doc;umen.ta~y ','The Ey~s Have It,"
in addition to authoring "Video
Communication."
"I already have my own
ideas about the subject," Smith
said, "sol'm not going to lead
students down a pat,h. They. will' .
~hat_a,~s~te~: rn~;e:P.xrs.o~apy
'.choose
the path the.project takes."
enriching
.and
socially
responsi_ble.
-.. ; ·.. ,: ' ·.;. i ! ' .. ;_· / ! ;
' ...
' .• '·:
media might be like." .
The course.has t~ree goals:
rhe course will have no
to analyze the media as it is, to
prerequisites and will be open to
construct an improved vision of
students in all acadt;mic majors.
the media and develop practical
"The electronic media are
strategies for responding
everywhere and radio, television
appropriately to the "adolescent"
media, helping it move toward
and film have enormous power to
maturity.
influence us," said Communica- .
ti on Arts. assistant professor and
:.'This .will be less ofan
advisor Dr. Eric Anderson.
academic experience, it will be
i'

A woman was .issued a warning for leaving her three small
children, ages two, five and seven years, unattended in a parked
vehicle.
··
Tuesday, Oct. 29; 7:43 p.m.
A contract cleaning custodian was caught on video stealing
money from an office.
Wednesday, Oct. 30, 8:15 p.m.
A juvenile was apprehended in the Joseph Lot while tampering
with the Emergency Phone by pushing the button and running away.
The boy was arrested for criminal mischief and criminal trespassing.
Friday, Nov. 1, 7:00 p.m.
A female student was punched in the face by a juvenile while
sitting in her car at the Shell station on the corner of Montgomery
Road and Clarion Avenue.
-compiled by Kara Benken
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Semester Over--the-Rhine
BY WILLIAM

KoNoP

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Tuesday, Oct. 29, 7:10 p.m.

-David Smith

more of a life experience," added
Smith.
The' first part of the class
will require students to research
the media as it relates to their
particular field of study.
Students will then create an
individual vision for the future of
the media.
Small groups will then
collaborate their individual ideas
together and form a vision based
upon the group.
· The process will culminate
with the small groups coming.
together as a whole and c:oming up
' with the final vision and strategies
for the future of the media.
"I'm really excited: this is a
great opportunity for not only
electronic media majors, but all
Xavier students to work on a
project dealing with the power of
the media and how it is changing," ·
said senior electronic media major
John .Addino.
Smith says he is looking for
students who are eager to think
about the issues facing the media
· today .and want to create a vision,
not just absorb and process
information. · ·
· "It is very un.usual for
students to have the opportunity to
create a vision," said Smith.
"This is not just complaining about the media, we want to . .
. talk about wbat the media i~doing,
right and c911,stru~t some 1?1,0,re.,.; :
.viable scenarios," said Smith.
"The formula for success of.
this project will be the student
qualities of initiative,. inquisitive-·
ness, imagination and interaction,"
said Smith, "If we can do these
things, we can't help but succeed.''

D.uring the Spring Semester, Xavier's
University Studies Program will offer its first
locally based Service Learning Semester; in Over:
the-Rhine.
For the past two years, the University
Studies Program has only offered Service
Learning Semesters in Nkaragua, but due to the
level of poverty in Cincinnati's own inner-city, an
Over-the-Rhine project has been added.
"We will still help with Nicaragua, but we
· wanted to do something positive for a community
which Xavier has a closer relationship to," said
program coordinator, Susan Namei.
The new learning semestc.r has been aided
financially by a $20,000 grant from P&G,
housing rehabilitation assistance by Restoc and
by the efforts of Xavier's Fr. Leo Kline and Bill
Daily.
The project is open to all full-tinie Xavier
sophomore and junior undergraduates, but
consideration will be given to freshman over the
age of 18.

Participating students are required to live
Downtown in the program's house on R,epublic
Street, and will complete their course work as well as
organize their service duties out of the Peaslee Center
building.
The classroom portion of the semester consists
of 15 credit hours in history, theology, Literature and
the Moral Imagination, economics and service
orientation.
The classes will be taught on-site by Xavier
professors Marie Giblin, Carol Winkelmann; Gene
Beaupre, Chris Anderson and Nancy Biertaux.
In addition, each student must complete 15-20
hours of service a week in areas ranging from aiding
battered women to helping meet the needs of poor
· children.
Students will also take part in community·
relations activities with the Cincinnati City Council,
the Cincinnati Police Department and the local media
to discuss the needs of the area's poor.
.
The cost of the program is tht; same as regular
tuition for a semester plus $2,740 to cover room and
board at the Republic Street house. Transportation
·wm be provided.
Interested studt;nts must contact Namei at 7453042 before or during Spring Registration.
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. and better than I expected. It's ·cool that we have these services now,"
said ·Parkhurst.
"This is a good experience, especially for·those of us hoping to
go into radio," he said.
Typjcal shows involve one or two deejays, a list of songs they
- want to play, a stack of their own CD's to use and the epitomization of
the term "adJib."
"I usually write out a play list in advance for the music I want to
use, but when it comes to talking between selections, it's all spur of the
moment," said Terry.
·
. The music selection is left entirely to the stuC!ents running the
shows, and this ·freedom has allowed creativity to run rampant.
From hour~long sessions of "Riot Girl" music to creepy Halloween themes to the simple promise of "All country, none of the time,"
each show promises .somett,iing different.
.
. "The music selection has been fairly random so far, it just
depends on what kind of CD's people own," said Pesti. "We even had
Mark Donahue and his band playing live one Friday night."
One of Pesti's goals for the future include~ 'starting WXRC's
own CD library so deejays will have more se.lection rath~r than the
need to bring their own each time. .
·
·
"I'm also contacting record companies to try to get some free
BY AMY ZYWICKI
stuff to'give away. on the shows to try and get the word out more,"
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE·
.
. '
Pesti said.
.
Advertising seems to be the key right riow.
"Because it's on the cable station and not the actual radib
Xavier has just announced.a
airwaves, it's not well known yet,''. said·Parkhur5t. ·"Right now, it's
· new.Environmental Studies minor.
very closed circuit and therefore very limited. That could be good .
The Environmental Studies.
· though, because right now we.don't need permission ftom'the· FCC to ,i:
Minor is a 16 hour interdisciplido speCific things."
··
· ·· . nary p·rogram that is compatible
"Right-now, I wouldjusf like to see a transmitter· so we· can ·
with any majbr, but would most
broadcast phone calls over the air," said'Teriy. · ' · ···
, likely 'appeal to students majoring
· ·· Other opportunities· for improvement abound, including 'the·
Jn ec<?nomics oibiol9gy; · ·
possibility of moving the station permanently to an undisclosed
The m:inor offers students an
·' locatio·n in the University Ce~ter in the hope._of avoiding conflicting"" . ·
of environmental and .
overview
..
.
schedules with audio classes.
. ·
natural resource fields. ·
Within a couple of years, Pesti says, "'There is a possibility for a·.
couple-mile radius.radio broadcast."
It combines theory and
While Pesti is currently organizing means of advertising and
practice about environmental
list of substitutes for deejays each week, Parkhurst is hoping for
systems from the sciences, the.
greater student support.
·
,
social sciences and the humani·"We need a lot of support because that is what we'll need to keep ties.·
it going in future years," he said.
·
.
·
.
Dr. Melanie Blackwell, •
Terry added, "Hopefully everyone will get interested in what we
associate professor for the
do have so it can be an alternative form of entertainment for all those
economics and human resources
folks out there in Radio land."
department provided the energy·to
Listeners may call deejays at 731-9898, extension 159, to speak
make the new minor possible.
with them while they are broadcasting and request any music.
· "Environmental studies
t
would greatly serve to benefit
students, especially those in a
liberal arts school." ··
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Blackwell;' along with Dr.
Stanley Hedeen (biology profes~or), Dr: Stephen Yerian (cha!r/
associate professor of the physics
department) and Dr. Brennan Hill
(theology profes~or) serve on a
committee to oversee the minor.
The minor requires students
to take courses in physioal and
biological sciences that study the
scientific basis for environmental.
issues.
Because environmental
problems raise que~tions of
fairness and justice, students are
also required to examine environmental issues as they pertain to
courses in literature, theology. and
philosophy.
· According to Blackwell, the
new minor came about due to
"students who wished they could
pursue a course of study that
would give them an overview of
environmental issues and how it
relates to our changing world."
· The minor requires three
hours in a Physical Science, four.
hours in a Biological Science,
three hours in Economics, three

hours of approved electives and
three hours of an exit seminar.
The exit seminar is a new
class that will be offered in the fall
semester of 1997.
It will require students to .
select a local.environmental issue
and investigate a facet of the
problem.
"Minors indicate to potential
employers and graduate schools .
that students have chosen to have
a specific concentration of courses
in a particular area which would '
augment a student''s maj~r study·,';
spid Hedeen.
Hedeen also said that the
desire and demand for an environmental studies minor is there and
it's just a matter of letting people
know it is offered and encouraging them to declare it.
Anyone wishing to find out
more about the Environmental
Studies minor is encouraged to
talk with Hedeen or Blackwell.
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Recently, Xavier
announced that they are going to
completely renovate the
academic buildings on campus.
It is nice to see; now that Xavier
has enough money for its "palace
in the pit/'or Convocation· . ·
Center, the university is moving
on to the academic buildings of
the campus.
As the old saying goes,
"better late than never." We
commend. Xavier for finally
getting to the area of our
university that_affects students
most. Xavier still needs $48
million to complete this goal of
renovating the' rest of campus, ' ·,
but at least the thought is there.
The plan would allow
Schmidt, Hinkle and Alumni
Halls to he·renovated, along with
the University Genter'. The plan
calls for renovations on the.
interior arid exterior of the
buildings as well as ·
modernization of the buildings,
classrooms and offices.
- ,After the Convocation
Center, which takes first priority
over the academic area with this
administration; the University
Center will be renovated serve
any student needs that are not
met by the new Convocation
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Center. In addition, the cafeterfa; meeting rooms, student .
organization offices and bookstore will be. enhanced.
The price of the building
renovations are estimated to be
· around $9 .million and the
.
University Ce'riter will cost an.
estimated $8 million. This · ·
endeavor will go further in
assuring the formation of a
keystone to student success; not
Convocation.Center.
· Xavier'is finally shifting
back to the students and their
needs. All Xavier officials need
, BY JEFF DAVIS
to address now is. the housing
THE XAVIER. NEWSWIRE···
problem and there areri;t any
plans in the new Century
Campaign to do· anything about
A couple weeks before the
that.
election,-I filled out an absentee
·But in the meantime, it.
ballot since 1.was. not going to be.
· looks like we are going be · · · · ···'in my district~ - This was my first
happy with the changes that are
election, so it suprised me to find
going to be made on behalf of
out that the ballot was written in
the students.
two.languages.
Thanks for getting to us
Of course English. was one
Xavier. Once ttjis project is
of them~ since it is what an
completed, we'll be able to
overwhelming majority of
attend class in. contempo~ary
Americans speak. However, the
buildings and then head back to ·
Spanish translation was also on
our, by-then, 12. roommates,·
the ballot.
over. iri the dorms. · · ·
The way I see it; a person

English shouldn't be only, but
atieast official language of b.S.

·a
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that they can become United
States citizens and not learn our
native language. '
.- There are several bills".'
pericifog in Congress that would
take care~ofthis. •
'

of dollars ;i<y~ar so '
···that citizens ()f:tllis ·' . ·. Abili introdu~ed ~y
·
· · · · · ·· · · · · · ·
· Wisconsin Representative Toby:
country 'can. r~~d·
Roth would make English the .

· ·i

_

oificiai ianguage of this country ·
and would'bitn all bilingual
ballots and education.
Another bill by Rep; Peter
I(ing ofNew Yo~k would require
all government business to be
conducted in-English.
way to accommodate a person
Finally, California Rep.
who wanted to become a citizen of Doolittle ·proposed a bill that
can'.t make an informed decision
their country but didn't want to
would bdng forth a constitutional
aboufthe candidates if they cannot speak Spanish.
·
amendment that would make
. understand English.
Sure it m·ay- be convenient
·English the official language of
The argument I am going to to become a citizen of their nation the country:
'
bring forward has holes in. fr,
·and accept the many positive
Their are also stories about
because ofthe laws of the United
experiences I would get out of it, · bilingual education that go beyond
States, but I believe I have.a valid
but it wouldn't be that inconvefinaneing. ·
argument and I welcome anyone
nient to learn the native language
The New York Tirries
of that certain country.
who differs to w~ite in.
reported that a little girl from
If an immigrant is going to
'Americans are shelling out
Queeps,N.Y. wasplaced_into a·
· · millions of dollars a year so that ·
come to this country .he or she
bilirigual program because she had
. should have to know the language . citizens of this country Cl.lll read
· a Hispanic surname. ..
'
government forms in their' native '
that we speak here.
When herpaients, both
language. - .
This is debatable because ·
English~speakers, proteste.d, .
. we don't have an official national
·
Wliy shouldn; t they be
"School officials gave her the
'language.
made to pass an English ·test
. alternative oftaking English as a
However 22 of the 50 states before they become citizens of ·
second fanguage" - this for a
either have statutes or constituthis country? It would save the·
stUdent whose first language was
tional amendments making
·people who are already·hereand
English and who spoke no
English the _official language of
. the immigrants who have learned •·Spanish. (January 4, 1993)
the state. Hawaii has declared
the language, millions of dollars
The call for English as the,
both English and Hawaiian as its
each year. .
.
offi~ial language is not a call for a '
The affect is not just on
official languages. ·
stop of the teaching of foreign .·
Our.official national.
federal forms; $240 million is ·
. ' languages; nor is it a call for _the
language should be English and_it being spent this year so that
· immigrants from other countries
should be the· only language on
. chi°ldren who have become
to "throw away" tqeir native
·
government forms. · ·
citizens.can learn in theirnative
~anguages. Nobody.is asking for,
Because there_ are many
or.wants that.
1 lang11age without ever h~ving to
Americans who speak differen:t
learn Eriglish.
Officials who are pressing
languages, itis not_ my goal to
Al990 poll conducted by
for the English first initiative, just
make them stop; that is ludicrous. ' the Houston· Chronicle found that
want to allow for our language to
· 87 percent of Hispanics surveyed
I just feel thatif I were to go to.·
come first. · Immigrants who ·'
Mexic;o arid become citizen, I
thought it was their ''duty to learn
become citizens should learn the
'would have the obligation to learn English."
.
basics of the English language and
We shouldn't be spend,ing
Spanish.
the English language should be ,
I wouldn't want the govern- all this money to accommodate
' deemed the official ianguage of
our friends from other countries so tbe U.S.
ment of Mexico to go out of thefr

a

govern111e1:1-t orms
in their native
language.

·~

~'

"Jack Kemp and Colin Powell
vs. Al Gore and whoever
would want to run with him."

Brian Brockman
senior
Cincinnati

"Tommy Thompson
(Wisconsin Governor) and J.C.
Watts (Oklahoma
Congressman) vs. Al Gore and
Anne Richards (former Texas
Governor)."

"Richard Lugar (Indiana
Senator) and Dari Quayle vs. Al
Gore and Patricia Schroeder
(Colorado C9ngresswoman)."

"Newt Gingrich and George
Voinovich (Ohio Governor) vs.
Al Gore and Dick Gephardt
(Missouri Congressman)."

Mike Poiry
·senior
Ft. Wayne, IN

Tony Matera
junior
PortWashington, WI

"Jack Kemp and Christine
Todd Whitmann (NJ Governor) vs. Al Gore and Bill
Bradley (former New Jersey
Senator)."

Jake Johnson
·senior
Toledo, OH

Fr. John LaRocca
Jesuit, Xavier Professor
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·Ruining the politicalprocess

First Amendment apparently only applies to .aJew
.. ~: .: ~:

P. GLYNN

headed back to the Newswire
offices,
where I had left a few
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
things. It was in the next few
moments that I got a call from a
friend at 1019 Dana who informed
Free' speech, most would
me that a Xavier Shuttle van had
agree, is an invaluable institution
pulled up to the Joseph Parking
- paramount to maintaining a
Lot and the driver stepped out,
free society. There are some,
took down the signs we had so
. however, who want to reserve
proudly hung, ripped them in half,
First Amendment privileges for
and left them on the nearby
those who agree with their own
ground. I was livid.
opinions. I am sad to say that a
I am probably one of the
member of the ranks of this bunch biggest Dole/Kemp supporters
has infiltrated Xavier.
around, but I would never stoop to
The College Republicans,
a tactic as low as destroying the
. myself included, went on a lateefforts of a rival club because I
night decorating party, plastering
di.dn't agree. The act committed
Xavier's campus with Dole/Kemp by the individual was an outright
signs in a last minute effort to
attempt to limit one club's
boost our struggling candidate's
freedom of speech (protected just
support (and to purge my already
hours before by S&S) because of
messy bedroom of the 20 pound
personal idealogical interests
boxes they'.re shipped in).
which conflicted with someone
Observing us while on
else's. It was a most gutless act of
patrol, Safety and Sec1,1ri'ty
disrespect, as well as a lack of
officers noticed an outbreak of
basic maturity. I think we all
what, at first, could have been
would agree that this act of
construed as ·vandalism. After
disgusting cowardice has no
conferring with other officers,
business on the campus of a major
however, they decided to condone Jesuit University;
our twilight escapade, providing
It took about four seconds to
we didn't permanently deface any figure out who the culprit was. I'd
University property and promised
had a few (civil) political debates
to dispose of it's aftermath the
with this graduate student before,
next day. Quite accomodating, I
but I never thought·he'd resort to
think.
these slimy tactics.
With that declaration of
It didn't take long to find
permission (or at least a lack of
him, and when I confronted him
prohibition), we continued until
about taking down the signs, he
the last sign was hung. My friend denied it, saying he didn't know
Megan and I took a drive around
anything about it. He did say, "I
campus admiring the work of our
know about vandalism." Brave
fellow ·right-wing extremists.
enough to do it, but not to own up
Ready to call it a night, we
to it ... nice.
BY JOHN

I went on to yell that if he
didn't want to vote for Dole, fine,
but don't make me waste my
efforts.
Apparently frightened by
the volume, he finally·showed
some courage. He bravely called.
Safety and Security and said he
had a student there that was - get
this - "threatening his life."
Doesn't ·"Sir Robin" from
Monty Python's Holy Grail come
to mind?
I talked wjth Safety and
Security, who assured me that no
one was instructed to take down
our signs (which he did while on
the clock as a shuttle driver) and
that they would instruct the driver
to stop.
As I passed him on my way
out of the University Center, he
was on some tirade about how he
is a graduate student and older
than me, illustrating, I suppose,
that age is no substitute for
common courtesy. (And that we
need to tighten the admissions belt
for our graduate school - any
system that admits someone with
such a public disregard for basic
American principles needs to be
reevaluated.)
I soon found out that the
same lily-livered vandal had been
to Cohen, where he actually
damaged a Xavier sign in the
process of taking ours down.
Furthermore, he blemished
Xavier's campus when he
cluttered the ground with the
. remains of the sign he just tore up.
Not to worry, though. My
environmentally-concerned
Republican mind infused me with

a duty to clean up after the
litterbug, which I did.
The election is over now,
and few will wonder if our efforts
the other night had any effect on
the outcome.
It should disappoint
respectful people on both sides of
.the political spectrum, howe;ver,
that cowards who can't debate

'

.. ~- ...

their opponent with words and
ideas feel theii- o.nly option is
vancfr11ism and censorship.
· ·.· This ele~ated version of
clasping your 9~mds over your
ears'and singiri'g "la la la la I can
not hear you" fosters an ignorance
to your opponents' ideas and
hinders any chance of intelligent
debate.
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Hoopsters debut
The exhibition bas.ketball season starts next week for both
the men's and women's basketball teams.
The men will take on the Hungarian National team at the
Cincinnati Gardens at 7:30 p.m. on Monday night.
Tickets are available at the door. Basketball tickets are
free to all students with a validated All-card.
Buses will be running to the Gardens before and after the
game. The Muskie train will begin an hour and a half before the
game. Buses wilf be loading behind the University Center in the
Brockman Parking Lot.
The Cincinnati Gardens is located at 2250 Seymour
Avenue.
From campus, take Montgomery Road to the Norwood
Lateral. When Montgomery Road splits after the interchange,
take the left fork. This is Carthage Avenue. Continue on
Carthage. The Gardens will come up on your right.
The lady hoopsters begin their season with an exhibition
against the Kentucky Crusaders on Tuesday.
Game time is 8 p.m. at Schmidt Fieldhouse. Women's
basketball ticke.ts are also free for Xavier students.

CC finishes season
The Atlantic 10 Men's and Women's Cross Country
Championships were held last weekend at Van Cortland Park in
the Bronx, NY. Both Xavier teams competed in the champion·
ships, but did not fare too well.
The men's squad finished in 10th place behind the running
of freshman Dave Dickman. D.ickman finished in 19th place ·
with a time of 26:32.7.
Joe Burzynski and Rob Trappalso had strong performances for the Muskies, finishing 33rd and 40th respectively:
The men's team championship was captured by Virginia
Tech which finished with 28 points, while Xavier finished with
'
223.
St. Joseph's Matt Byrne became only the fourth runner in
A-10 history to repeat as men's individual champion. Byrne
finished the five mile course in 25:24.7, a full 8.2 seconds of his
closest competitor.
On the women's side, the Muskies once again struggled to
keep up with the rest of the field as they finished tied with St.
Bonaventure i11 10th place.
Junior Amy Gonzales was the lone bright spot for the Lady
Muskies as she captured the 40th position with a time of 19:59.0.
The Massachusetts women repeated as team champions
outdistancing second place St. Joseph's 35-74. It was·UMass'
Rebecca Donaghue who dominated the women's field. Her time.
of 18.04.5 not only put her 27 seconds ahead of her closest
competitor, but gave her the sixthbest time in meet history.

Coming Up.3
Thursday, Nov 7
Friday, Nov. 8

Saturday, Nov. 9

Sunday, Nov.JO
Monday, Nov. 11
Tuesday, Nov. 12

•Women's Tennis at Rolex Invitational at the
University of Wisconsin
•Volleyball vs. Virginia Tech at 7:30 p.m.
•Rifle hosts Walsh Tournament
•Women's Tennis at Rolex Invitational at the
University of Wisconsin
•Volleyball vs. George Washington at 4 p.m.
. •Swimming vs. Wheeling Jesuit at 2 p.m.
•Rifle hosts Walsh Tournament
•Women's Tennis at Rolex Invitational at the
University of Wisconsin
•Rifle hosts Walsh Tournament
•Women's Tennis at Rolex Invitational at the
University of Wisconsin
•Men's Basketball vs. Hungary at 7:30 p.m.
•Women's Basketball vs. Switzerland National
Team at 7 P·r!t·

All home games are in bold
Home swim meets arc held in the O'Connor Sports Center
Home volleyball matches are played at Schmidt Fieldhouse
Home women's basketball games are played at Schmidt Fieldhouse
Home men's basketball games arc played at the Cincinnati Gardens

Muskies take two of three
BY SOREN BAKER

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

In a weekend of do or die
volleyball, Xavier did neither.
The Musketeers were abie to
defeat two of the three Atlantic-1 O
foes they faced, downing La Salle
and Fordham, but losing to
Temple.
Xavier improved to 19-11
overall and9-6 in the A-10.
The Musketeers are fifth in
the A-10. The top four teams
make it to the A-10 tournament.
Xavier hosts conference .
rival Virginia Tech on Friday at
7:30 p.m. George Washington
will test the Musketeers Saturday
at4 p.m.
The first stop. on Xavier's
weekend get away was La Salle.
The Explorers were no match for
Xavier, and fell in consecutive
games 15-5, 15-3, 15-8.
Junior outside hitter Amy
Maitner totaled eight kills to share
team-leading honors with freshman middle blocker Jenny
Janszen ...
Senior setter Susie Checkett
supplied 14 kills in two games
while freshman outside hitter Beth
Osterday snatched up eight digs in
her two games.
Senior outside hitter Sally
Schulte and sophomore middle .
blocker Gabe Cook did not play __
against La Salle. Both were
resting injuries.
Against Temple, Xavier was
put to the test. Unable to stop a
balanced hitting attack, the
Musketeers fell to the Owls 14-16,
15-13, 9-15, 17-19.
"We played a5 hard and as
well as we had all year," Xavier.
head coach Floyd Deaton said.
"In a few key, pivotal moments,
we didn't get it done. It was just a
very good match. We played hard
and I am proud of them. It just
wasn't meant to be."
- Temple hitters Zenzile .
Johnson, Tamu Cooper and Chris

Junior Aniy Maitner helped lead Xavier to victory this weekend
notching eight kills as Xavier swept through La Salle in three
straight games.
The Musketeers rallied from
McGeough each spiked more than
20 kills, which is a rarity.
· a 6-14 deficit to win the third and
final game of the match.
Anyone looking for handouts should phone Owl setter
"It was a good win coming
off the Temple match," Deaton
Heidi Lombardo. She was
said. "It would have been easy to
responsible for 84 of Temple's 86
. cash it in and say, 'We've had
kills. McGeough also led the
enough."'
Owls in digs with 29, while
Cooper tallied eight blocks, also a
Osterday and Janszen led
team~best.
XU with 13 kills apiece while
senior outside .hitter Katie
Xavier wasn't without its "
Andrews anchored Xavier's
leaders, though. Osterday again
defensive effort with her 13 digs
led Xavier with 22 digs. Schulte
in the match .
returned to action and led the
With all five of its remainMuskies with 19 kills. Janszen
ing matches against A-10 opporecorded six blocks and Checkett
nents, Xavier knows it has to play
added 51 assists.
well in its final matches to have a
Fordham was Xavier's last
shot at the postseason.
stop of the weekend, and the
"It's still right there,"
Musketeers were able to leave the
Deaton
said. "We've got to take
Big Apple with a victory. Xavier
care of what we've got to take
defeated the Rams 15-13, 15-6, ·
care of. That puts us in the hunt."
16-14.

Swimmers split soakings. in Chicago
McDonald also .excelled in much, as they fell to Illinois-Chi·
the breaststroke, taking first in both cago 150-76.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
matches with a 1:12.18 time.
The men only swam against
The Muskie women's swim
Sophomore Sarah Wayne Illinois-Chicago because Youngteam stroked their way to their first took care of business in thelOOm - stown State didn't send their men's
team to the meet.
two victories of the season While the freestyle, winning the
men's sqt:!ad continued their slow heat in 57.95.
Taking first
start.
The lOOm backplace finishes for the
The lady swimmers squeaked stroke was also kind
men were senior
by the host team, University ofllli- to the Musketeers as
Jamie Christian in
nois-Chicago and dominated sophomore Heather
the 50m freestyle,
Youngstown State in Saturday's Rice and senior
junior Dan Casey in
competition hosted by Illinois-Chi- Therese Strickland
the 200m individual
cago.
finished first and secmedley, and the
The three schools competed ond respectively. ·
freestyie relay team
against each of the other schools at
Strickland and
of freshmen Bill
the same time.
Rice finished just 21
Roschek and Andy
Xavier took care of Young- hundredths of a secNixon, and sophostown State 89-14 with the same ond apart in the heat.
Heather Rice
mores Martin Hart,
times it defeated Illinois-Chicago
Also placing first for the and T.J Dunker.
1
with57-55.
MuskieswasAlyssaRobbinsinthe
The loss dropped the men's
Leading the pack for the girls I OOm butterfly versus Youns town, record to 0-3 for the season.
was freshman Amanda Goubeaux and Gretc~en Bandoli in Im diving
Saturday'.s wins were the first
who crushed the competition in the against Youngstown, Strickland in two of the year for the women, whose
200mindividualmedleywithatime the200mfreestyle,andthefreestyle record is now 2-3.
of2:24.12.
relayteamofRice, Wayne, Robbins
Both teams will square off
Fellow freshman Nancy and Hartz.
against Wheeling Jesuit College in
McDonald finished second in the
The men's team did not en- the Sports Center pool on Saturday
event with a time of2:37.33.
, joy their stay in Chicago nearly as at 2 p.m.
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Season ends on sour note for kickers
BY PETE HoLTERMANN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

When all the marbles are on
the line, a team needs to put its
best foot forward.
The Musketeer lady kickers,
however, tripped over their own ·
feet last Wednesday in a 3-1 loss
to Dayton.
The game was the final
regular season A-10 match for
Xavier. The outcome of the game
determined which team will be
playing in Rhode Island this
coming ·weekend, and which team
will be at home.
Neither team looked rattled
by the pressure of the match in the
opening minutes. Xavier,·
however, did not· look sharp. Two
early Muskie lapses led to
Dayton's 2-0 lead before the 11
minute mark.
Both Flyer goals came on
crosses from junior Julie Wilde ·
that caught the Xavier defense off
·guard and left the net wide open.
Dayton got on the board just
under five minutes into the match
as Danielle Gillespie put a head on
Wilde's pass and redirected the
. ball into the goal.
The second goal came at
10:59 as Holly Toth got the ball
inside. the box, and punched a shot
into the exposed left half of the
net.
"The goals that we conceded
were just that," said Xavier head
coach Ron Quinn. "We conceded

them to Dayton."
Xavier, meanwhile,
_ struggled to get things going. The
Muskies never quite got into their
game, playing sloppy, one-touch
soccer.
"We got caught chasing the
ball," said Quinn. He also felt his
team's performance was flat.
"They (Dayton) were hungrier for
the game."
. Xavier was able to find the
back of the net early in the second
half. Nora Kelley knocked in a
shot just 27 seconds into the
second half. Regan Thaler was
credited with an as.sist on the play.
Despite the hot start, the
Muskies still struggled in the
second half. The Flyers used a
swarming defense that silenced
Xavier's attack.
Although the Musketeers
kept the ball.on the offensive half
for much of the period, Dayton
kept them trapped in the .left
corner. Xavier, unable to control
the ball within their offense, was
never able to switch fields and
pose a serious goal scoring threat.
·Keying Dayton's defense
were Jenny Davin and Stacy
Martin. Martin helped shut down
Xavier's main offensive threat,
Amanda Gruber.
Dayton got an insurance
goal in the 63rd minute from Tara
Albert off a pass froin Davin.
Dayton's victory over
Xavier eliminated the Musketeers
from the A-10 postseason;

XU sets sights 011
Walsh Invitational
BY TOM DE CORTE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

The Musketeer's rifle team
gunned down both the Ohio State
Buckeyes and the Univeristy of
Texas-El Paso Miners in a three
team meet hosted by Xavier
last Saturday.
Xavier used a strong
performance in the
smallbore competition to
overcome a second place
air rifle finish.
The Muskies
scored a 4562
point agg~egate ·
score in the
smallbore, dwarfing
Ohio State's and
UTEP' s scores of 4535
and 4355.
Karyn Juziuk and
Andrea Parker tied for the
team lead in smallbore
with scores of 1149 each.
Junior Karen
Alexander finished
close behind her
Muskie counterparts
with a 1133.
In air rifle, UTEP' s score of
1524 just barely.edged Xavier's
1523 mark.
J uziuk paced all of the
tournament's air rifle shooters
with a score of 387.
Parker and air rifle specialist

Dayton will go to the tournament
instead where the Flyers wiil face
Fordham. In the other semi-final,
George Washington will battle
Massachusetts.
The. season did end on a
high note for the Musketeers as
they posted a 1-0 win over Indiana
on Sunday.
The Muskies played their
type of soccer during the match,
exhibiting good ball control and
keeping the ball in the middle
third of the field for the majority
of the match.
Amanda Gruber scored .the
lone goal when she popped a shot
over the Hoosier goalie and into
the net at the 42:42 mark.
Gruber' s goal gave. her 101
career points, making her only the
third Musketeer•to hit the century
mark in points in her career.
Gruber is the only junior to have
hit that plateau.
For her efforts this past
week, Gruber was named the
Atlantic 10 Player of the Week.
Her 33 points are the most tallied
by any A-10 player during this
season.
Gruber ended the season
having scored 15 goals, giving her
43 on her career, and leaving her
four shy of Xavier's career r~cord
of 47 by Marla Schuerman from
1988-91. Her point total leaves
her just shy of Schuerman' s
record of 112 points.
Xavier finished the season
with a record of 12"6- l, arid a
A.·,.

Junior Amanda Gruber led Xavier in scoring this season. Her
career totals for scoring have put her in position to break several
career records next season.
mark of 6-2 in the Atlantic 10,
good for third in the A-10 West.
This season is the first since 1991
that the Musketeers finished with
more than 11 wins in a season.
Quinn called this season one
of the most successful at Xavier,
.,,,

and credited his team for being in
every match on the schedule.
Next year looks promising
for the Muskies, as Susie Welch is
the only starter not returning.
"We have nothing but high hopes
for next season," said Quinn.·

:

-Ted Rozman both shot a 379 to
follow behind their teammate.
Xavier had been struggling
early on, in part because they had
been competing against the top
teams in the country. This past
weekend's victory,
however, helped boost
the confi- ·
dence of the
"We've been
a little bit flat early
this season," said
Muskie head coach
Alan Joseph. "I think it's because we're
getting used to a new
combination of people." .
The shooters lost AllAmerican Jason Parker to
graduation after last
season.
This weekend the
Musketeers will open up
the Walsh Invitational that
will last three conescutive
weekends.

tournament.
The Walsh Tournament is
the largest indoor rifle match in
the country. Almost 30 collegiate
teams will compete in the 40th
annual tournament, as well as a
dozen high school and junior
teams and individual competitors.

·
MY ARMY Rare SCllOIARSHIP
PIJT ME IN THE HOSP11711 LAST SUMMER.
Army ROTC scholarships
pay off twice, with money
toward y~mr education
and five weeks of nurs-.
ing experience in an

Army hospital. Hundreds
of nursing students win
Army ROTC scholarships every year. You
can, too. Apply now!

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLI.EGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit St. Barbara Hall or call
'
745-1062

Ciri~leads

men to-dynamic duo

Xavier's 3-0 victory came
compliments of Ciric' s firstca~eer
hat-trick and a solid Muskie .
In a season of disappointdefensive effort .. •
ment and frustration for the men's ·
With the' return of Xavier's
soccer team, it seemed that
original starting defensive line-up,
nothing would ever go the way the anchored by co-captain Jeff
Muskies had planned.
Bauer, the Musketeers were able
At the beginning of the year to concentrate on their offensive
the team set two goals: to make it attack. ·
"Having Jeff (Bauer) back
to the A~ 10 Championships and to
have a better record outside the
in the line up from his injury and
not having to move people around
league.
as much, allowed us not to play a
With the chance of making
the A-10 championships out of the defensive game," said Hermans.
Vladimir Ciric
picture, the Muskies could still
. Ciric started his scoring
finish with the best non-conferbarrage in the 36th minute when
"There has been too many
ence record in head coach Jack
he found the back of the net off an times this season that we've been
Hermans' tenure.
assist from Jeremy Fultz.
winning, then lost it in the second
On Friday Xavier traveled to ·
Three minutes later Ciric
half," said Ciric. "But there was
Columbus to battle a strong Ohio
connected again, this time scoring something different against Ohio
. State. We actually had the
State squad. The Buckeyes came
on a diving header, off a cross
into the match with a 7-4-3 record from Chris Stamper.
confidence to finish the game.
on the season, but, on this day,
The Muskies gladly took the We've needed that all season."
were no match for the Musketeers. 2-0 lead into the halftime break.
Xavier put the Buckeyes
BY STEVE SMITH

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE.
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away with no problem in the
assisted by Ciric and Maringo
second half.
Vlijter, to giveXavier a2~0 lead ..
Ciric finished off the
· Western sc·ored a goal of ·
scoring in the 57th minute of play their own in the 61st minute, but it
when pe connected on a Pat
wasn't en6ugh fo preverit the • · ·
Sunderhaus assist.
Musketeers from ending the
The Muskie's defense then
season with a victory.
took over and preserved the
The two victories also .
shutout.
.
accomplished the Muskies'
Sunday took the Muskies to second goal as they finished with
Bowling Green,
Ky. to face the
a 5-2 non-conference record, 7-11
.
Hilltoppers of Western
Kentucky.
overall.
.
Western brought a 4-13 record
"These wins m·ake the
into the match and has struggled
season respectable, but we
much like the Muskies this season. obviously can't be satisfied," said
Reminiscent of Friday's
Hermans. "This does give us·
match, Xavier g;abbed the lead
something to build on."
midway through the first half and
"I give a lot of creditto this
then relied on their defense
.
team," said Ciric; who played in
It was Ciric once again who · his last game as a Musketeer
put the Musketeers on the board as against Western. "This season
. was very tough. We may have
he tallied his ·fourth goal ofthe
weekend.
been frustrated, but we never ever
Brian DiBattista found the ~ gave up and always played hard.
back of the net in the 41st minute, That's somethng to be proud of."

~

MATRIXX Marketing 'ranks .as one of the top 50 research firms ·in the country
and is the largest marketing company of it's type in the world. We are
looking to fo fill Data Collection.Interviewer.positions for our evening and
weekend shifts in Norwood.· ·
·
·
· • No selling is involved
• This is a great entry-level position for college students and people who
would like to supplement their income
·
• Gain first-hand application and insight in product developme11t,
advertising, and consumer relations.
··.

If you possess all of the skills outlined above, please meet with a MATRIXX
Marketing representative between 9:00 am and 4:00 pm. Monday-Friday to
fill out an application, oi; mail/fax a resume to:
MATRIXX Marketing, Inc. (Research)
Human Resource Department
4600 Montgomery Road
Cinci11nati, Ohio 45212
Fax (513) 366-2435
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Intense 'Ransoin'
Bv·SoREN ·BAKER
·THEXAVI~R NEWSWIRE .
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Having a child abducted
wpuld most likely be a parent's
worst nightmare. In "Ransom,"
Torn
Mullen c'Mel Gibson) and his
.
.
•Friday, Nov. 8: Foe Paw ~ith Paradigm and One
~ife, Kate (Rene Russo), find out
N.atfon:under.
·
·
. that their plush lifestyles and ,:
, · The show starts,at 8:30 p.m .. ·
fancy.tastes mean nothing if they
Ti<;:kets are $4.
canl1otshare th~mwith their son
Sean (Brawley Nolte). ·.. ·
•Saturday, Nov. 9: Funtime Freddy with Kamiskaze
. . .Mullen has b.uiit hi~ .
.
".
and Star.. · ·
independent airline from the
The sh,ow .starts .at 8:30 p.m. ·
ground up; but he i~ far from a
:,, ·Tickets are $4: ·
, .. :,.
·hero. The self-mad~ l:>usmessman ·
· u.sed strong-arm tactics to avoid a
. •Tuesday, N~v. 12: Luscious Jackson with
strike, and he cannot help but
Josephine Wiggs Experience.and Buffalo .Daughter.
believe that someone he has
crossed has something to do with
"H~ney, what Is it?''. Kate Mullen (Rene Russo) ~sks husband Tom
. The show starts at 8 p.m.
. .
. his son's l<idnapping. He's right.
(Mel Gibson). "My mistress says it is her child and that she's got the
:Tickets ar~ $10.75 in advance; $12 at'the door.
. . The family of kidnappers is
blood tests to prove it. lJfst kidding; but the guy with the funny voice
, a div~rse crew. Detective Jimmy
still wants his money."
•Wednesday, Nov;.1~: Black 47.
The show starts at 8 p._m. ·
Shaker (Gary ~inise) is the bra.ins,
Against the direction of
reward for their capture.
Tick~ts are $ L07. :·
and oftentimes the brawn, behind. Shak~r; who is able to disguise·his
. The action heats up as the
the. scheme . .:Tl).e. N~~- York City '. ·..·voiCe and make his calls to Mullen Mullens are turned against one .
•Thursday, Nov. 14: God flesh with Elec.tric. Hellfire~·; .. · ·;
police·6ffic~r,is up$etthatpeopl~·· ·· untraceable b'ecause of Miles'
·another and the criminals begfo to
Club. and V.O.D.
.
" .
like Mullenare·able to use their'··: .electronicskill;-~Mullen calls the
doubt their actions.
· The show starts at 8 p.m.
mori~y'to buy their'way out of ·;
Ag~nts Hawkins (Delroy
Many of the results in
Tickets are $8 in advance; $10 at the door.
troub!_e.; V?hile the a,v~rage person ·; iXndo') ancf'Kimba Welch (Nancy
"Ransom" are fairly predictable,
·;s~ruggles to make en'ds meet'.~ ...· .. Ticotin).l~ad the rescue mission,
but how director Ron Howard gets
.. •Frida~, Noy.15: The Iylighty :tyiighty B6sstones
-Shaker enlists the help ofhis but since' shaker .is also'a_Ia,w .
there is far from ordinary. By
· · •. ' · · · · · ;.
·.··~girlfri~nd Maris (Lili Taylor),
· ·. enfo.rceme~t.~fflcer, he knows
effectiveiy using severai'i:nterestwith Hepcatard· Sensefield.· '
:· ·· ·
. The show sfaits·at 8:30 p.m;
- .' computer expert.Miles (Evan
their likely course of action each
ing minor characters ar:id. moody
Handler) and thug brothers Clark
step of the way. .·
Tickets are $12.50.
. .
sets, Howard depicts the atmo·
··After Cubby gets killed
sphere of the moment and the
'(Liev Schreiber) arid Cubby
,. .
.
.
. '
.. .
.
•Sunday, Nov.17: Weeier with Placebo.
(Donnie Wahlberg). This enduring a botched 'money exchange desperation on both sides of the
The show starts at 8 p.rii.
·
·
.se·mblej~· inore·than worthy of the . with Mullen/Munen~deCides he
fence.·
- J :') :· ·-·
Tickets are $i·5.2S.
task. After easily swiping Sean
has had enough;·.·
Although.kidnapping a child
"from-Central Park, it looks as if
. He deCides to put pressure
for
profit could
.. \ .
.
..never be conthe criminals
be collecting . on the people holding his son by
doned, it sure makes for a good
; . ·T~esday' Nov.19: Stabbing westward with Ash .
·
·
and Drill. ·
· · offering the ransom money as a
movie.
their $2 million.
.
·The show 'starts at 8 p.m.
advance; $14 at.the door.
Tickets are $1 L50in
) ..

. Bogart's concerts
'

·,

...

•

>

•

•

'

•

-

FBI. ·

will

. .•Wednesday, Nov. 20: The W~llflow~rs with
·Maypole.:
· .· The show starts af8 p.m.
. Tickets are $10. ·

Singers 'Gotta Sing'
Bv MARY McSw1GG1N
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

•Thursday, Noy; 21: SoulCoughing with Failure.
The show starts at 8.p.m.
· · Tickets are $~.

-

.

•Suflday, Nov. 24: Eric Johnson.
The show starts at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $17 in advance; $18.50 at the door~ ·
. •Tuesd~y, Nov. 26: Everything Bu.t The Girl
·
The show starts at 8 p.m. ·
Tic~ets are $12.50.

wi~h

Frente~

·W~dne~day, Nov. 27: The Suicide Machines.
The show starts .at 8 p.m.
·Tickets are $5 in advance; $6 at the door ..

•Wed':lesday, Dec. 4: The Roots.
The show starts at 8 p:m.
Tickets
are $13.50 in advance; $15 at the door. .
.
' ..Dooi:s open one. hour prior to. times shown.
•••Tieket prices do not include serviee charge.

to

....Persons who wouldlik~ get on Bogart's.
maili.ng list or who wouldlike more information, e-mail
Bogart's
email@bogarts.com and askto "subscribe."

at:

X,avier University Singers

will. be performing "Gotta Sing,
Gotta.Dance," on Saturday at 7:30
p.m. in the University Center
.Theatre .. Admission is free.
The group of 12 men.and 12
woinen sing and dance their hearts
out as.Xavier's premiere show
·
choir.
Performing ·American
photo by Patrick Davidson
music, the Singers harmonize with.
a inedley of Cole Porter songs, ..
Members of Xavier University Singers like to cuddle before each of
patriotic melodies:and selectioris.
·
·
their spirited peifomzances.
. from the sho'!Vstopping hit
· <
Broadway musfoal ''Grease." have developed a camaraderie that
musieai "Jekyll and Hyde."
. Each number ovei-ftows
positively influences the group's
The impressive a'nd dreamy
with high energy and upbeat
moving performances.
teen angel of "Beauty School
The Xavier Singers are
choreography taught by profesDropout" from"Grease" is sung
sional choreographer Dee-Ann
some.
of
Xavier's elite group of
by senior J: Jas9n Schmitt. He is
Brill. It is very obvfous that this
talented performers. However,
joined on this number.byjunior
group does goes all out.to enteronly three members are.music
Jay Gutzwiller who convincingly
tain their audiences.
majors, while the other 21 have
snaps as one of the T-Birds.
· The Singers have learned to·
The Singers have performed majors ranging from business to
work well together by practicing
shows for various events at Xavier pte-meq.
four hours· a week.
"We come for the coinmon
over the past few years, including
- · Not only can the Singers
. love of music," said Michael
the Alumni Homecoming Dance
perform well as a group, but
Parsons, the president of Singers.
and Family Weekend.
.several memb.ers have developed
Any _audience member can
They have visited Toronto,
outstanding solo routines.
see this group is having fun during
Kentucky, Tennessee and GeorPerforrrifog numbers in the
their performances. Their
gia. This year the Singers are .
show are juniors Jarries Meyer and· traveling on tour in Wheeling,
charismatic.smiles and genuine
Beth Gerdeman, who near
stage presence can't help but give
W.Va,, and Washington, D.C.
perfection with their duet "Take
· Under the direction of
. the impression that they were born
Me As I Am," a selection from the · CharlieWells, the Xavier Singers
to entertain.

,1

(continued from page 1)
another big confrontation· between
the two rival families, the
· Montagues and the Capulets, in·
"fair Verona" (Verona Beach in
Miami).
The next scene closes in on
three "gang" members of the
Montague family engaged in a
gun fight with the Capulet "gang" ··
outside.of a gas station ..
Arrests are made, and the
police 'chief warns both sides that·
if violence like this breaks out
again, the punishment will be
j
\.
banishment from the city.
.
This subplot then takes back · ~"-'="--'--'-'---'-'-c...:,...--'-'-.==============
seat to the main event: the
"Heybaby, what do ,yQu say you and I siip out of this garb and have
meeting of the two eventual
some real fun? pops, I didn't realize the camera was on." Leonardo
lovers.
DiCaprio is Romeo only in qharacter. Sorry ladies.· Juliet (Claire·
Romeo (Leonardo
Danes), however, is as authentic as they come.
DiCaprio) and his crew have
.
("Strictly Ballroom") magnifi~
passes to the Capulet-costume
(John LJ<guizamo). Sµffering
ball. They arrive and Romeo
from the loss of his friend, Romeo cently translates this 400 year old ·
tale into modern times without
meets his fair maiden, the lovely
kills Tybalt, thu.s enhancing the
Juliet (Claire Danes). After one
losing the true meaning of
tensions between both families. .
glance, they are immediately
Shakespeare's play.
The· result of this action Is
·. · The ~cting is also superb. . .
victims of love at first sight.
Romeo's banishment from the city
The problem with this love
to the outer limits - the trailer · Both DiCaprio and: Danes. give life
is that it.is forbidden by both
to their character~. They make .
park.
families.
~me truly empathize with both
At-the same time, Juliet's
Romeo and Juliet, and neither,
. If Romeo is caught with
family engage her to marry the.
stumbles on t.he difficult dialogue •
Juliet, he wiHbe killed, So
_governor'~ son Paris (PaulR.udd
inst~ad,' they elope .and are '
of "Cluele.ss").~ Iii order to get ouL of Shakespeare.
. . ' .They seem to. let the .words
of the wedding, Ju)jet acquires a ·
married by Father La~rence (P~te
·Postlethwaite).
flow through themselves onto tlie
sk~eping potion that renders her ...
screen, making.the film a, magical .·
·The sub-plot arises again;
practically lifeless so that she can
journey; .
arid another duel breaks' out
,fake her de\lth and keep her love,
•. · . be~ween the Montagues and tl1e . · Romeo.
. . Luhrmann presents hjs . .
~beach, Romeo's best friend,
. the play, the ending of the film
'concept: Shakes~are in today's~ :
society.
·
Mercutio'(Harold Perineau of.the · will be spared, but suffice to say
Amazingly enough, he pulls.
independent film "Smoke") is
·
that it is a must see.
it off.
murdered by Juliet's cousin Tybalt
Director Baz Luhrmann

Jazz and cocktails prevail
BY SAM MANDT

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

"Lush Life," Nat King
Coie' s anthem to debauchery,
seems to tell, something of the
times once again, at least oflife ·.
seen through actor/writer Jon
Favreau's eyes in his new feature
film "Swingers."
.
Much of "Swingers" is shot
in a documentary style that has
become quite popular the ·
independent films of the new
. generatfon in Hollywood.
The movie is a glimpse into
Over 275,000 MCAT stUdents knew. They took KAPLAN
a new. Hollywood, filled with
to prepare them for one of the most Important tests In
retro-swing clubs and cocktails,
· r
the!r career.
· · ·
after~hours bars and big band
sounds.
Vince Vaughn (l)tellsfriend Jon Favreau that he is not gettiligpaidjor
. "Swingers" gets .much of its working on "Swingers." "It's in the contract." See, reading is important.
. energy .from the fact that the
Rob (Ron Livingston) and Charles Van Hor~'s birthday party.
actors are all real-life friends, and
. Because "Swingers'; is so
(Alex Desert), decide that this has
much of the movie comes from
· gone on long enough. They . ·
realistic, it becomes even more
Favreau' s actual experiences in·
Jolri us and fl.nd out ~hat most MCAT test takers already know.
hilarious.
·
conspire to bring him out of his
Los Angeles.
The laughs come from
depression and get him back into
Jon Favreau plays Mike, an
Practice with KAPLAN now·~.'
shared experiences _with thos1~ o~
the scene.
.
actor who came from New York,
_so you can practice as a Doctor later!.
Trent and the others take
screen, and that is what makes this
where he left his girlfriend of six
the. leadbr In test prep
·mo.vie
s·o ·universally appealing.
Mike on a wild. tour of clubs
and
years.
.
.
bars, doing their best to convince
Not concerned with spies,
Several months later, he is
him that he's"money," and that
superheroes or gangsters, this
still moping about his loss,
there is nothing to getting "digits." movie is about real people,
waiting to hear her voice on his
In one attempt, they tell him something tha_t most. viewers
answering machine.
. 1·BOO·KAP~TEST
how he is like a hear, a conversa~
His frjends Trent (Vince
should be able to relate to perfectly.
Vaughn), Sue (Patrick Va_n Horn), tion that actually took pla~e at
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•No room for hilarity! All
Music majors are required by Helmut
martial law to participate in the student recital in the cash room of Logan
Hall. Admission isfree and the best
fuedalist entertainment for you serfs
begins at 7:30 p.m.
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•Get ready to rumble!!! Those
hairy boys from Hungary are taking .
on the men's basketball team, new
logo and all, for this cold war exhibition game. Those Eastern Blockers
got nothing on that Jesuit holy trinity of three-pointers & the blessed
Mary slam dunk! The walls come
down at the Cincinnati Gardens at
7:30p.m. Get your chicken nuggets
to the Gardens and support the first
game of the year!!!

•Classical pianist Jean-Yves
Thibaudet will be performing in the
University. Theatre at 2:30 p.m.
Internationaly renowned, Thibaudet
will be playing an entire program of
the works of Claude Debussy. Tick•No room for hilarity! If
ets are $14-16. For more infonnayou're under the blessed age of21
"Roses are red;
. tion, call 745-3161.
November 6
.
years then you can watch the ThursViolets are blue,
•When you're hungry, there's
•International Coffee Hour day night line-up and go to sleep. If
Today's Calendar Man's noroomforhilarity. FOOD WEEK
will be in the Schott Hall Lobby you're 21 years, female, intelligent Birthday, so stuff that in your pipe '96 begins with a Presentation of
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. The C-Man . and like men with creative calen- and smoke it!!!" That's right all you Breads. A tasting of the different
November 12
wouldliketothankhisfavoriteevent dars, then you can go to Dana Gar- young kiwis, the C-Man was born breads around the world followed
•There will be a Hunger Banfor their constant rapport with the dens for alcohol.
and delievered in the very paper by discussion, poetry and music will quet in the cafeteria from 5-6:30
you're holding!!! (Recycled paper, begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Dorothy p.rn. (No Jokes!) Cuisines from
oddest section of the Newswire.
•The Student Athlete Career
isn't it great!) But there's no room Day House ..
first, second & third world countries
November 8
Night will discuss future careers &
for hilarity! There's injustice ...
will be featured and Kathy Heins
. "Round is rock,
internships, resume writing and job
There's no space for happenings... .
will
make a presentation on the difRock is rolling ...
There's no comie booksin the.uni- .
·
November 11
searching using the internet. You
ferent
ways to eat such foods.
Come grab your shoes ...
versity bookstore! . ·The C.Man's
•Veteran's Day. A day of
•The C-Man's favorite party
do noth~veto be an athlete, but you .
· ·We'i:e going bowling!!!"
compadre, Phat Charles, 'got a boot remembrance for those who have
do need fo be a student and you do
•Yeah, the C~Man knows he on his .car ... Saturday Night Live fallen for their country. Whether girl gets serious when Xavier Circle
need to have the chicken nuggets
K has its weekly meeting in Alter
scared out of you about finding a job used that line last week! Shut your isn't funny anymore ... There's a you agreed with the cause ornot, the Hall 221 at 7 p.m.
chicken nuggets!!! Anyway, those channel about entertainment .. . day is still dedicated to reflect.
in the real world! . Get your
.
•The film, In the Name of the
unemployed asses to the Kelley crazy commuters are sponsoring Win berries in Hyde Park closed
•FOOD WEEK '96 wants you Father will be screened in Kelley
Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Cosmic Bowling from IO p.m.-1 down ... Mynativecountryisknown to take the Organic Challenge!
a.m. What's cosmic? Who knows? for cheap labor ... My current coun- That's right, the average monkey Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
oWelcome to the Calendar
What's craz,y? The price. That's try is known for bullying & sulking will be blindfolded,· spun around
City! Although the C-Man makes
November 7
right, you don't have to be a crazy ... A bachelors degree is becoming thirty times and will have veggies
commuter to realize $3 for 3 hours more and more useless in t.he real shoved in their mouths! The fun no promises, if you would like to
•Awakenings Tea & Coffee·
have an event or happening printed
Co. in Hyde Park Square welcomes including the. latest style in phat world .. '. And the C-Man'sold.
begins at lunchtime ·o·utside of the or you would just like to make a nice
the Bobby Sharpe Trio to their bowling shoes is a tripping bargain!
•Xavier Singers will have their cafeteria! ·
comment to Jet the C-Man know
hard wooden floors ~nd steamy win: Phat Cha~les would be ~here but he fall concert in the University The•The film Missing in Hondu· that people read his· section, then
· ht.o f.fim~ 1·y tune· d'Jazz.· stoleapairofphatbowlmgshoesso
dows· ..ioramg
.
,
.. . atre at7:30p.. m. lfyou;re lucky, that ras, ~he. st9ry of an American Jesuit
· · '· tfhe shows up, they II put a bo0t on hunky·s~riator, Christqpher ~· Da~e priest,, will be'playingln KelleyAu- send them to Calendar City C/O the
Cl ean your ears· ou·t. a.·t 8 · P:~· ..ior
his car! .
.. . , .i.
Newswire ML.2129, Fax 745-2898
·
. or call 745-3122 and ask for the
will sing a''song for you!,, " •· · · ditodupJt7p.~.:·: , " ·.
some fine tunes!
· ·· · ·
·
· ··The~e' s not enough space to
mayorofCalendarCity !!!Mr. Moon
...- -. . place the Pete~o-rific everit that will is always looking for anyone with
be in the next column. However, the artistic or writing talent to be printed
C-Man can say that Pete~o-rific re- in his once-upon-a-time section!!!
ally smells-o~rir'it with those Gracias!
freak.in' onion sandwiches he eats!!!
.,;:
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CLASSIFIEDS
'

.

..

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING

walking distance of campus. 3, 5
and 7 bedrooms.
Earn up. to $2000+/month
Call 321-0043 or 241-9421
working on Cruise Ships or Land
SPRING BREAK
Tour companies. World travel, SeaSpring Break Bahamas Party
sonal & full-time employment availCruise! 6 Days $279! All meals,
able. No experience necessary. For
Free Parties, Taxes! Great beaches
more information call l-206-971& Nightlife! Prices increase soon
3550 ext. C55643
- Save $50! springbreakfravel.corn
ATTENTION ALL
1-800-678-6386

**FREE TRIPS & CASH**
Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
FREETRIPSandLOTSOFCASH
with America's #1 Spring Break
company! SeJI only 15 trips ·and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
STUDENTS!
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Sell SKI & SPRING BREAK
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE. Call beach trips. Hottest places & coolest
Now! TAKE A BREAK STU- spaces. Call immediately. Student
DENT TRAVEL (800) 95- Express, Inc. 1-800-SURFS UP
BREAK!.
APT. FOR RENT
SPRING BREAK
2-3 students to share an 8 room
Hundreds of students are apartment. Offstreet parking. On
earning free Spring Break Trips & bus line. l/2 heaty paid. $200/mo.
Money! Sell 8 Trips & do Free! . each.Call 731-6150 or 351-9550 afBahamas Cruise $279, Cancun & ter 5. NATIONAL PARKS
Jamaica $399, Panama City/
HIRING
Daytona
$119 !
Positions are no...v available at
www.springbreaktravel.com
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
1-800-678-6386
Preserves. Excellent benefits &
TROPICAL RESORTS
bonuses! Call i-206-971-3620ext.
HIRING
N55643
Entry-level & career posiEARN MONEY AND
tions available worldwide (Hawaii,
FREE TRIPS
Mexico, Caribbean, etc.). Waitstaff,
INDIVIDUALS
and
housekeepers, SCUBA dive lead- GROUPS wanted to promote
ers, fitness couns~lors, and more. SPRING BREAK!! Call INTERCall Resort Employment Services
CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-80 01-206-971-3600 ext. R55642
327-60 J3 or http://www.icpt.com
1

i

f

Classifieds are $.25 a word
with a $5 minimum. · .
·
Call 745-3561 for
• more·exciting details.
. ·

HOUSES FOR RENT
Spring 1997 -- fully equipped
with washers & dryers. Within

SPRING BREAK
Cancun & Jamaica Spring
Break Specials! 7 Nights Air &
Hotel From $399 ! Prices Increase
soon - Save $50! Save $150 on
food, drinks, & free parties! 111 %
Lowest
Price. Guarantee!
springbreaktravel.com 1~800-6786386

SPRING BREAK

Spring Break Panama City!
Boardwalk Beach Resort! Best
Hotel Location, Price! 7 Nights
$ J29 ! Daytona-Best Location
$139! Cocoa Beach Hilton $139!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800c6786386

PT/FT OPPORTUNITY

Flex. hours, tuition reimbursement, competitive hourly
wage, bonus; & employee discounts. Exe. communication skills,
interest in computers & software
required. Join our team at Egghead
and continue to grow with us. Stop
in to fillout an application or send
resume to EGGHEAD 7680 Montgomery Rd. Cinti, OH 45236

Come Join Q.ur
KROGER Team!
;

,· .Applications. Now ee·it1g .
Accepted. For Part-Time
.Help,"
.
'

. .

.

'

Various positions available. We
Offer... /
Paid Training, 401 (k), Flexible Hours,
Paid Vacation and Advancement
. Opportunities.
Apply for the new Mitchell Ave. store
at the following stores:
Finneytown
Hartwell
St. Bernard
also at the Hiring Center on the
Mitchell Ave. lot

11 am - 6 pm
Mon. -·Sat.
Equal Opportunity Employer

We ask all students
to come. out and participate in a forum

''Male and Female Relationships:
Sex in the 90's''

TONIGHT!!

-7:00-9:00 p.m.
University Center, Theater

Julie Jamison

Dr. Rodney D. Coates

Chike Williams

Associate Professor, Sociology
Miami University

Carl Dieso

Marsha Watts

Army ROTC

SAC

Vice President, Market
Resource, Right Associate

Megan Pater
SAC
Lloyd Reeves

BSA Member

Associate Director
Social Health Education

What do you think?
Are men really from Mars and are women really from Venus?
Must men be socialized to act aggressive?
ls there a place in today's society for aggressive women?
Who dates on campus and who does not? What is the code?
ls no sex the best sex?
Program sponsors: Multicultural Affairs, Health and Counseling, Commuter Services, Residence Life, Black Student Association, Student Activities Council, Wellness Team

Everybody's talking about Rio Bravo! We're one of America's hottest dining
concept - a full service Tex-Mex dinner house restaurant with great foo·d and
a fabul~us, fun atmosphere ..
We are looking for energetic, dedicated staff members, committed to guest
service and ready to join one of the fastest growing concepts .in the area.
.

Accepting applications NOW at 7980Hosbrook Road· Madeira, OH

